Ten Acts Included
In "Frosh Gone Wild!", Free Dance To Follow

Are you looking for a laugh to help forget your troubles? Get ready! Tomorrow night, Wilkes will have its annual Frosh Prom which takes place from 8 p.m. until late and promises to be a hilarious night. The festivities begin at 8 p.m. on the basketball courts with a free-for-all groundhog dance where frosh can show off their tuits and tuitts. Following the dance, the party moves indoors to the Student Center, where a special show will be put on by the Student Center Commitee.

The show itself will include ten acts ranging from comedy to a dramatic monologue. Music will be provided by the "Sonics"; Mike Monteleone, saxophone; Byron Sharud, trumpet; Comis Butler, organ. Al Kistler, bass; John Hall, electric guitar; and Don Davis, drums. Kathy DeAngelo will be master of ceremonies for the evening.

Jody Morrison is in charge of the costume and makeup committee; Drama Secretary Susan Epstein and Mary Jane Maas, ticketa; Al Gilbert and Jo Devadill, stage; Mary Frances Fields and Leslie Tobias, publicity.

After the show, there will be a free dance with music by the "Sonics". Brush up those twirled sho and have fun! The dance will be featured on the program.

Tickets can be obtained from the Frosh before they are purchased at the door.

Group Attends Sessions
At United Nations
Following Building Tour

Thirty-nine students from the College of Fine Arts and Architecture's headquarters in New York city on Tuesday to attend a session of the United Nations. The tour was arranged by Dr. Bronis Kaslas, associate professor of history.

The group of history and politi
cal science students left the college at 8 a.m. by a chartered bus and arrived in New York in time for lunch. They had ample time for lunch and browsing through the Unite

dy following the guided tour the group was divided into two groups. One group attended the one thousand session of the Security Council while the other group attended a meeting of the Human Rights Commission.

Those who attended the Security Council meeting witnessed the opening of the Syrian-Israeli de
bate over the recent disturbances in the Middle East. The debate proved to be an interesting ex
change of charges and counter
charges by both countries, each trying to place the blame on the other.

Secretary General U Thant, Under-Secretary General Dr. Ralph Bunche and the Chief of Staff of the United Nations Police Force, General Van Horn, were on hand for this opening session.

The Human Rights Commission became bogged down with a de

sion over a semantic charge in a res

Government Proposes Amendments For Membership, Student Court

by Leora Ann Baire

At its regular student government meeting Monday night, Fred Smithson, chairman of the constitution committee, presented possible changes in the student body constitution. They are as follows:

III. Section 1. The Student Government shall consist of the following:
(a) Four members to be elected by the Freshman Class.
(b) Four members to be elected from the Sophomore Class.
(c) Four members to be elected from the Junior Class.
(d) Four members to be elected from the Senior Class.

The same number of members and the same number of members shall be represented by each of the four classes.

The amendment will be on the spring ballot and will be submitted to the Student Body for a vote.

Students Given Opportunity
To Name New Athletic Field

by Barbara A. Lowe

Humorously seeks immortality but since fame is a fleeting substance and the human memory is short, few people ever attain this worshipped commodity.

Recognizing this unfortunate situation, the Wilkes College Board of Trustees is offering at least one Wilkes student a chance at lasting fame. For the first time in the history of the college, the student body will have the opportunity to name one of the college facilities — the newly acquired athletic field.

By simply submitting an appro
rte name for the new field to the Beacon, any status-seeking Wilkes student can insouciously make his lasting place in the annals of both Wilkes and the community.

The board is at the present time considering three previous sub

Jaycee End Drive

The Jaycee membership drive closes today. Students interested in joining this organization should go to the booths set up in the cafeteria and in Parrish from noon to 1 p.m. Representatives will be available to hand out applications and answer any questions. The chairman for this affair is Bob Con
way who will be assisted by other members of the organization.

Requirements for students inter
ented in joining are the accumula
ion of forty-six credit hours as recognized by the administration, an average of 2.00 or better, and an interest in service work, especially community service.

Lettermen Sponsor Ball
At American Legion

"You may be wary of Friday the 13th, but don't let that prevent you from attending the semi-formal April Showers Ball." So say the members of the Lettermen's Club who will sponsor the Ball this year at the Wilkes-Barre American Legion from 9-12 p.m. on April 14.

The Herbie Green Orchestra will provide music for the $2.50 per couple affair according to Erwin Reuter, general chairman. Guest DJ's will be Dave Kellam, Snoke, and Jay Hoenig.

Shawn above is a group of freshmen ardently preparing for tomorrow night's talent show in "Frosh Gone Wild" starts at 8 p.m. and will be followed by a free dance.

VI. Witnesses: The Student Gov

The Student Government and the defendant may present witnesses to testify in the case.

VII. Decision: After hearing the facts of the case, the Court shall render a decision by a majority vote which shall be final and binding. Facts shall be presented by the defendant and cause shall be published and the name of the accused, if any, shall be withheld.

VIII. Punishments: The same stan
dard of punishments is maintained. It is the duty of the committee of the whole to fit the punishment to the seriousness of his violation.

IX. Appeal: The Student Government shall advise the Administra
ion of its decision and of any disciplinary action which the Administration shall take. The Policy Committee shall appeal to the Student Government.

X. It is hereby declared that in the event of action involving a Student Government member, that member shall automatically be excluded from the said committee of the whole.

Other Business

The students then voted to grant the Student Council $40.56 and the L.C.G. $117.00 out of the L.C.G. fund for club conventions.

A notice form presented by the Let

In the event of action involving a Student Government member, that member shall automatically be excluded from the said committee of the whole.

by Fred Smithson, chairman of the student government, asking the students to stop giving him any trouble since he was on the phone.

As a result of the student leaders conference the college will buy a time clock to control all the clocks on campus. The clock was previously installed in Parrish; the curfew will be made to take effect in the spring. The clock and the sidewalk will be knocked down to make a ramp.

As a result of the student leaders conference the college has been asked to take better care of col
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**Editors' Note**

**Important Decision**

Important changes in the student body constitution have been proposed by Student Government for serious of reasons taken by all. One of the most striking changes in the set of rules that is dealing with jurisdiction. The new amendment states, "To the best of my knowledge, the whole Student Government has been delegated jurisdiction over all cases where undergraduates have violated college rules anywhere on or off campus." This additional power represents a significant change in the nature of the body. The question, however, which should be pondered by all members of the student body is essentially this—Do the members of the Student Government have the knowledge and experience needed to successfully perform the task of judging their fellow students?

We believe that a competent, capable group of students could conceivably have an excellent record in this amend- ment, but, we must be very particular in our selection of student representatives. They must be people who can be objective and follow the rules laid down by the Student Government and not allow their personal beliefs to influence the judgment of cases, and they must also keep all matters re- lated to cases in the strictest confidence.

In order to realize these responsibilities and can accept them these policies be feasible and effective.

**Thanks to Anonymus**

The announcement made by Dr. Farley last Saturday night regarding the pledge to the college of $500,000 by anonymous friends of the college has brought an even greater light to the college's hopes for scholarship and a reason for the same. This has brought closer the construction of the long-awaited fine arts building as well as numerous other improvements here at Wilkes. It is significant here that the tasks required to them in this amend- ment, but, we must be very particular in our selection of student representatives. They must be people who can be objective and follow the rules laid down by the Student Government and not allow their personal beliefs to influence the judgment of cases, and they must also keep all matters re- lated to cases in the strictest confidence.

At Saturday's meeting, Dr. Farley also emphasized the tremen- dous strides made by the college since its founding. The improvements in the college and of the campus another in the series of steps forward taken by the college.

We of the student body owe a vote of thanks to these un- known friends who have once again provided for the further advancement of the college.

**Enter - the Twist**

The current dance rage which has been "swinging the country" and has thoroughly invaded the college campus has taken a prominent place in the Saturday evening activities. Over the last two weekend evenings both the offering of twist bands, dances, contests, and anything that gyrates, vibrates, or bounces in order to spur the attendance at their particular event.

No doubt exists that there are many who enjoy an evening of "twisting" to the music of Peppermint Loupes, Peppermint Loupes, but there are still many in the crowd who long for the strains of a good old-fashioned walk at least once in a while. This is something for the fortunate ones to consider when the remaining weeks of the semester begin at Wilkes. The twist has its place and no doubt it is here to stay (for a while at least), but there is still a place at Wilkes offers an emphasis on other styles of music as well.

**Any Ideas?**

An opportunity for students of Wilkes to display their intellec- tual skills avail itself with the publication of this issue and the announcement of the athletic field name contest. The college board of trustees at a recent meeting requested that the student body of Wilkes submit ideas for a new athletic field located in Kingston. Several names were sug- gested and the board selected one, located at Pickering Pasture Field, and Daddesden Field, but other suggestions which students wish to moke will be carefully considered. The reward—the student whose idea is chosen will receive a Peppermint Loupe and a certificate of having given a name to the college's growing athletic plant which will live for time to come.

**WHAT - WHERE - WHEN**

- Arabian Twist - Chapman Hall, Tonight, 9-12 p.m.
- Freshman Class Talent Show and Dance - Gym, Saturday, 8 p.m.
- Baseball, Upsala - Home, Saturday.
- Tennis, Albright - Away, Saturday.
- Basketball, Moravian - Home, Thursday.
- TDR Bake Sale - Cafeteria, Thursday, 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
- Golf, Scranton - Away, Thursday.

**WILKES COLLEGE BEACON**

A newspaper published each week of the regular school year by and for the students of Wilkes College, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Subscription: $1.50 per year.

All opinions expressed by columnists and special writers including letters to the editor are not necessarily those of this publication but those of the individuals.

**Student Sketch**

**Day-Hop-Turned-Dormie Reviews**

Past Four Years On Campus

by Gloria Zaleska

Louise Gauto, subject of this week's student sketch, is a se- nior biology major and resident of Weckesser Hall. A "day- hop-turned-dormie" Louise commuted to the college from Old Forge for two years and found campus affairs and scholastic endeavors since her freshman year.

This year this former Commons waitress spends her "spare time" running the "Board and Breakfast" in Wilkes-Harry Hall by catering to little cooped up students on third floor. She has been a laboratory assistant to Dr. Michelinii, and is presently teaching a blank history class in the fall.

"As important, certainly, as my campus work is the experience I have had with Wilkes Hall," Louise said. Her work in the re- search project at the Wilkes-Barre Veterans Hospital has worked on this project — immu- nology, the function of the contin- uous blood donor and the importance of this to the hospital and in the labora- tory.

In connection with this project, she will present a report concern- ing the blood donor to the Eastern Colleges' science conference. The report, including a paper, slides, procedure, and results will be given at the University of North Carolina this summer.

Louise is, in addition, perform- ing in various collegiate productions of a new drug which the White Laboratory intends to place on the market this year.

With her background in biology, Louise plans to attend graduate school in the fall, and eventually to work in public health. "I am a member of the biology club, has been working at the Eastern Colleges' science conferences. She has also been a member of TDB, Girls' Clubs, and Alpha Kappa Psi.

The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louise Gauto, Louise is known as a remarkable talent in student work such as tennis, swimming, and bowling. She also enjoys watching soccer, and rumor has it that she makes beautiful botanicals.

Having enjoyed her years at Wilkes, Louise has thought of her future plans. "I would like to do some research in the biology lab, of course," she continued, "and I have the high caliber of our science de- partment, besides."

"I hope to work in the research lab, somewhere, and try to experience as much as possible."

"I have been a resident here for years, and will be secretary of my freshman and sophomore years," Louise said, "and I have also been a member of TDB, Girls' Clubs, and Alpha Kappa Psi.
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Linda Ewing, left, and Marsha Hochberg

Allons on France avec Mémoirelaie Hochberg and Linda Ewing. These two girls have the opportunity to spend their junior year at the University of Aix-Marseille, France. Commenting on the opportunity, Marsha stated, "It is something I had always thought about and hoped to do."

Leaving at the end of August, Linda and Marsha hope to travel by ship to Marseille, France, where they will go to Aix-en-Pro- vence to register on September 16 or 17 at the University. They both will reside with French families while they attend the University of Aix-Marseille.

The University was established in 1409, and is presently the second largest university in France. It is a participant in the program of the Institute for American Universities. The program is specifically designed for those colleges who do not have overseas facilities for their students. In connection, with this program, Linda remarked that she would like to see Wilkes adopt a program for students to study abroad.

Included in the plan is an academic program similar to that of Wilkes, with class meetings scheduled for October 14 through December 9. In addition, there are tours to places which is a pursuit of a Bachelor of Arts degree in French intends to take an additional French course plus a history and a fine art course. Linda, however, who has been majoring in sociology, will take a philosophy and a history course.

A wide variety of extra-curricular activities are available to the students of the University. Marseille mentioned a few of these activities such as concerts and Provençal cooking, ballet, drama, and boules, which is an ancient form of outdoor lawn bowls, and serves as a challenge for camping along the Rhône and among the Alps.

The itinerary for the girls Christmas and Easter vacations is already planned. During the Christmas holidays, both will travel to Paris to visit relatives, and then Linda will travel to Rosen, Germany to see other relations.

A Mediterranean cruise will dominate the itinerary during Easter vacation, with stops at Alghero, Italy; Malta; Cyprus; and Egypt.

When asked about the process which they went through to be accepted at Aix-Marseille, Linda said, "I left the choice to my parents. However, I was expected to tell what was required. Involved in the process is the recommendation of a good academic standing.

In addition, a recommendation from a chairman of one’s major department, the director of the college and an cathedrals, it is not a prerequisite for application, but it is preferred that the student have knowledge of the French language.

After the third year, Marsha complete their year of study, they would like to spend the summer there. They are interested in touring the area surrounding Aix-en-Pro- vence, which is noted as being an art center. Van Gogh and Cezanne are the famous painters from the area.

Presently, Marsha is a resident of Sterling Hall. She is active in I.D.C. and School Spirit. A member of the Student Senate at the University is a member of the group, which is a mixed chorus and G. C. R. C. Currently, she was elected to the Vice-President of the French society.

Linda, a Dean's list student, resides in Chapman Hall. She is an active participant on the Manuscript staff and in I.D.C.

City College of New York Triumphs in Post Tourney Game

The Wilkes basketball team participated in the first Annual Royal Connolly Debate Tournament, held at C.W. Post College on Long Island. The team defeated the University of Maryland in the first round of the tournament.

The team participated in the first Annual Royal Connolly Debate Tournament, held at C.W. Post College on Long Island. The team defeated the University of Maryland in the first round of the tournament.

The team participated in the first Annual Royal Connolly Debate Tournament, held at C.W. Post College on Long Island. The team defeated the University of Maryland in the first round of the tournament.

Representing Wilkes were John Campbell and James Dente, assistant, and Meredith and Klasa and the team. They will represent the University of Maryland in the tournament.

The tournament, initiated in honor of the late Admiral Richard Connolly, was held in recognition of the United States entry at C.W. Post College, was won by the City College of New York.

INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL

Last call for submitting intramural softball rosters has been issued by John Beesley, director of athletics. The deadline for entering the league play is 4:00 p.m. this afternoon. Teams captains should submit their roster to the Circle R Club, Ashley Hall, and Hollowell Hall. Games will be played Monday through Friday.

Woodwind Ensemble to Perform in Final Town and Gown Concert

The music department is going to present the last of the Town and Gown Series for this year on Sunday, October 11, at 8:00 p.m. It will consist of the Woodwind Ensemble, with the following: Robert Elke, Donald Jones, Robert Kandreskis, Derivit Austin, Marsha Hochberg, Pernot, Vincent Smith, Edward Yeamans, Jeff Hrynkiw, Jean Ann McMahon, and Walter Umil.

Their programs which are to be performed are: "Rapsodie," "Sonatine No. 4," "Pastoral," "Pan from Six Metamorphoses After "Pictures from the Arno," "Allegro," "Quartet No. 3," and "Suite in E-flat Major."

Farley Announces $500,000 Gift At Alumni-Presidental Seminar

by Cynthia Haydar

A gift of $500,000 to the college for the construction of a Fine Arts Center was announced yesterday afternoon by the president at a dinner-seminar last Saturday night in the Commons.

How this donation will alter the original plans to build a $500,000 Fine Arts Center is not known, but the funds included a matching federal grant and loan. This plan was based on the proposed Federal Aid to Education Program now facing Congressional action.

The new graduate and research centers, dormitory, dining hall, and other projects will cost over $5 million.

In his address to the alumni, Dr. Farley urged Wilkes' alumni and informed people can be brought into the anti-trust, public order, and fascism. Thanks to a dedicated faculty and a dedicated board of trustees, with the planning and developing such intelli-
gence in the areas of science and art,

He revealed that during the last ten years, the College trustees had "always been looking toward the future," and today, we can look forward to advances that have not envisioned a few years ago.

The chronology of progress was presented in a thorough, realistic, and informative form. The seminar was a success, and many Wilkes alumni, who have passed, have joined the college with others to create a new economic atmosphere. This was a new success, with these changes, a new and stronger community is on the horizon.

Enrollment in the college for both day and evening students has grown from 148 in 1956 to 2,170 at the present time. Selectivity has been non-existent, for example, only 38 of the applicants were admitted in September, 1956.

The president emphasized that the percentage would be a non-
per centage, but that it could be better.

Attendance, however, should come from the top one-half of all senior class is, and only 35 to 40 per cent of the students are from the area.

Dr. Farley also explained that the students of trustees is in keeping with the adopted policy at its present level. "Yet," he continued, "it is an advantage to know that we can be forced to raise our college population to 2,500 or 3,500 by the year 1976.

Spirit Committee Plans Spring Carnival, Outing by Frances Corcoran

On Monday, the School Spirit Committee discussed the plans for the upcoming Spring Carnival and outing.

The Carnival will be held on Sunday, May 15, at the school, and for the school parking lot. Booths will be set up throughout the day and evening. Dancing and other entertainment is planned for the evening. Ap-

plishments for the carnival may be picked up next week and submitted to the School of Fine and Performing Arts. A $1 registration fee will be charged which will be used to pay for the Sunday college parking permit.

On Sunday, May 15, the School Spirit Committee discussed the plans for the upcoming Spring Carnival and outing. The carnival will be held on Sunday, May 15, at the school, and for the school parking lot. Booths will be set up throughout the day and evening. Dancing and other entertainment is planned for the evening. Ap-

plishments for the carnival may be picked up next week and submitted to the School of Fine and Performing Arts. A $1 registration fee will be charged which will be used to pay for the Sunday college parking permit.

Red Cross Gets 118 Pints

The Red Cross has announced that 118 pints of blood were taken at Wednesday's Blood Donor Day on April 17. This number represents an increase of approximately 200% over the 40 or 50 pints which the drivers have received in previous years. This year's Blood Donor Day was conducted for the first time in the gymnasium; the last year was at the former gymnasium.
Netnens Open At Albright Tomorrow

Tomorrow the Colonel tennis team travels to Reading to open the season against the Lions of Albright College. Last season the Albrightmen handed the Colonels a 7-2 setback. This year’s Lions squad has a number of returning lettermen and is reported to be powerful once again. According to Capt. Bud Menke, the Colonels can overcome Albright if they can secure wins in the fourth, fifth, and sixth positions.

Tomorrow’s contest will also mark the initial test of the team’s new coach, Tom McFarland. Taking on the mentor post this season, McFarland is looking forward to an excellent year. He admits that the team has the potential to compile the campaign without a defeat.

For many years McFarland was the most prominent figure in local tennis. Currently he is the chief organiser of tennis in the Wilkes-Barre area. He is also active in the Pennsylvania State Lawn Tennis Association.

Coach McFarland has good reasons to look forward to an outstanding season from the caliber of players on the squad and the team spirit that is ever-present at the practice sessions.

The team is led by Captain Bud Menke, a senior from Harrisburg. Bud has been a steady performer throughout his career at Wilkes and has a good deal of experience by virtue of his play in high school and his freshman year at Pennsylvania Military College. Bud will compete in the number one position this year.

Number two position will be filled by sophomore Gary Ehrhorn. Last season Gary had one of the best singles records on the squad. A native of Belle Harbor, New Jersey, he played outstanding tennis for Far Rockaway High School.

Senior Bill Kline is another experienced performer. He gained a good deal of experience at Wyoming Seminary. In addition to his tennis capabilities, Bill is the area squash champion.

Gary Frank, a freshman, has also gained a berth on the starting team. Gary is a graduate of Franklin High School where he starred in basketball. He is an excellent all-around athlete and has shown great proficiency on the tennis court.

Junior Owen Francis is another returning Colonel letter-winner. This will be the third season of intercollegiate competition for Owen who played his high school tennis in Long Island. This season Owen will again compete in the doubles action.

Contributions to the education of future leaders in all fields by the state’s electric companies are not confined to the engineering field. These companies give their support in various areas of education, to insure a better future for all Americans.

Bill Carter, Wilkes’ Own Merlin, Performs Magical Feats in Gym

by Barbara A. Love

Merlin, that mischievous wizard, carved quite a career for himself in the days of King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table. Few people realize that here at Wilkes we have our very own magician who would furnish old Merlin with some pretty stiff competition.

To effect his amazing transformations of the gym from an athletic arena to a jazz concert setting, bouquet ball, fashion show site, recital hall, or formal dance setting as the occasion demands, Bill Carter, custodian of the Wilkes gym, invokes his special brand of magic. Of course as do all master magicians, Bill has several apprentices — a student crew composed primarily of Wilkes athletes who feel a special pride in the gym as the main symbol of the college athletic program, not only to the student body but also to the community.

Performing super-human feats in clearing the entire gym after each affair but also arranging special effects for each. For example, for the wrestling meet, both mats and bleachers had to be set up and then had to be removed and the next day’s gym classes. A runway and platform had to be erected and chairs set up for the fashion show. These arrange-

Whatever your career interest, the eyes of the whole country are on you. Because keeping ours a nation in which a free man can live is up to young people like you.

Pennsylvania electric utilities, along with many other industry groups, are interested in your training for your future role. They’re not only interested ... they’re participating.

Example No. 1 The AC network calculator pictured here has been aiding students and faculty at the Pennsylvania State University since 1957. This equipment was made possible by a grant of $100,000 from Pennsylvania electric companies, the Westinghouse Electric Corporation, and the Elliot Company.

Example No. 2 A nuclear power prototype, now being constructed at Saxton, Pa., at the expense of a group of investor-owned electric companies, will be available to both a Pennsylvania and New Jersey university as a facility for research and experiments.
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Bill Carter

Inventors, too, were short-lived since the platform and runway had to be dismantled and the seating arrangement entirely reorganized for the next morning's assembly program. These, in turn, had to be cleared away for the afternoon gym classes. Completing the hectic cycle, a platform for the band and tables for refreshments had to be set up for that evening's dance. After each affair, Bill and his 'Sorcerer's apprentices' move in as a necessary prologue to the next one.

A consideration of the many facets of this task makes it seem most miraculous that catastrophes never occur — a tribute to Bill's mystical talents. Near disasters have been averted by this master magician's mere presence. On one occasion, near disaster hung over the gym, when shortly before a local high school championship game, the electric score clock refused to operate. Fretful officials scurried about in a frantic effort to discover the source of the difficulty, but their efforts were in vain. Then 'Master Bill' appeared on the scene and with a quick flick of his magic wand, the scoreboard instantly went into operation. The recall servomen saved the day.
**Why Athletics**

Athletics play too important a role in our life today. This statement has been debated for years as people question the possibilities of athletics. Unfortunately, whenever a question is left unanswered, last year's infamous football scandal brought the question out of the limelight which it had followed too close to the ground.

The alteration continues today as both the pro and con endeavor to improve or maintain his stance. When one's career is at stake, a better understanding of why athletics are such an important phase of today's educational program, we present our philosophical answers to the question:

**Question One** — What benefit will a player derive from participation in athletics?

Remember one principle: athletics are education; they are, in fact, one of the most important parts of our educational system. There is no way we can separate our schools today which can offer to a boy all the following benefits.

**COMPETITION** — Our entire way of life is based on competition. Every child is exposed to some sort of challenge in order to improve or maintain his economic standing. What better way is there to teach a boy the true meaning of the word "competition" than to face a struggle, not only against opposing teams, but also against his own teammates for a position on the squad.

**KNOWLEDGE** — Psychology, sports, as a whole, is becoming more conscious of the inadequacy of our youth in physical fitness, as is evidenced by President Kennedy's establishment of a Physical Fitness Program for the nation's students. "A strong body is the hand made to a strong mind," and where can this strong body be formed better than in athletics? A foundation is built through athletics that can be a model for developing a program to correct "our national physical inadequacy." Never minimize the advantages of a strong healthy body the employee or the citizen.

**THE RELEASE OF PHYSICAL BEING** — Somehow, somehow, students are taught that sometimes you have to give in order to receive. These boys are not taught that in the athletic bodies hold. Athletics offer a means of releasing this energy, and it's a much better means than joining a gang of destructive hoodlums or becoming a chronic delinquent.

**RECOGNITION** — Through guidance, players can learn to accept recognition. They can learn that no one man can receive all the glory. The boys who receive are not due to their effort alone, but to the effort of the team. They learn to pride in themselves and their individual efforts, but only in terms of the team effort.

**UNDERSTANDING** — Athletics work together for a common cause and accomplish their aims. The more an athlete understands the team members learn how to understand each other and to make compensations for the team. How can this help but be beneficial in later years when this same mental outlook will be applied to the good or bad that have been proven eighty per cent of the people who lose their jobs do so because of their failure to understand and get along with their co-workers.

**EMOTIONAL CONTROL** — "When the going gets tough, the tough get going." Haste makes waste. This is as true in the athletic structure is the ability to "stay slow." So it goes in future life; he who learns not to have emotional blow-ups and remains calm whatever the situation does better than he who cannot.

**DISCIPLINE** — The main cry about our young people today is that they lack discipline. Athletics teach discipline. The microscopic discipline imposed on them. However, athletics force a player to discipline both his mind and body and also accepts commands given by those places above his own.

**PERSEVERANCE** — How many times does adults miss the goals they set for themselves? Athletics teach persistence. The player who has participated in athletics will probably never fall into this situation since through his participation he has learned to stay with the job and not give up. This ability, combined with drive and determination, football team member never stops trying since he has the desire to do something to make a perfectionist.

**THINKING UNDER PRESSURE** — Any accomplished business man can contribute much of his success to this factor. The athlete learns to think quickly under pressure, a quality which any student who has held the team. His efforts during the season will exceed those he puts forth after the season is over.

**Study** — Study after school, even if they are not in athletics. Those who would, soon learn to budget their time to cover both, school and sports. Athletics teaches the importance of the importance of academic achievement. An over-emphasis of school work is not physically or emotionally desirable. It has not been proven that the average student who is an athlete excels in all he undertakes.

**Question Four** — What is the injury problem in athletics?

Space limits the number of statistics that can be presented in this article, but the most significant is the number of injuries conducted. These figures cover students in the time from August through May.

There are 240 motor vehicle deaths for each football death, 1 to 17 with firearms, 20 to 1 from drowning, and 6 to 1 from burns. It is known that 9 for every football fatality of all ages involving roller skates. The fatalities involving bicycles are about 9.

Thus, it seems reasonably safe for a boy to participate in football, a sport where body contact seemingly invites injury, rather than a boy playing a rink or with a bicycle. Other arguments disregard the fatality rates and stand strictly on injuries. Many students are aware that death results from injuries, and the few deaths that occur in football are not a part of the above-mentioned activities. Few statistics are available to show how many injuries result from cars, etc., for each death. One can only speculate in with statistic - for one college. This should start quite a few people.

One school is known to have recorded 34 injuries in sandlot football according to the report. This is not an organized programme. Most physical education classes have more injuries than there are participants in the class. Rules, equipment and conditions should be changed. The number of injuries both on the field and in the athletic field. The overemphasis on win-winnings usually comes from the outside influences. If the competitive spirit is not rewarded the win is the reward. If it is not taught, then mediocrity is taught, and there is no place for that if the business man as student is to improve.

In answering the questions asked coaches and players, we have not been able to answer the questions asked, but we do have to return to the advantages the athlete has. The advantages which help turn the how of today into the well-rounded, well-developed citizen of tomorrow.

**Golfers Open Season Thursday At Scranton; Bellas Leads Duffers**

Captain Rich Bellas and the Colonial golf set open the golf season at Fox Hill against University of Scranton on Thursday.[

Mr. R. W. Scott, Head of the track and football teams for the past five years, and Jim Ward provide a picture of the truthless Blue and Gold. The Blue and Gold golf team is expected to contend for the Royals.

The season's opening tournament poses a major problem at least until a starting aggregation of Colonial Golf is finished. Bruce Lepore, John Bobo, and John Ocholito appear the best hope for the remaining four new players in all players in early practice rounds. Coach Peter Carles, the strongest squad in its history. Co-

The team consists of two strong money players in the first round of the early line on the Middle Atlantic Conference Championships to be held in Scranton on May 14.

**Kruczek Turns In 4-Hit Effort as Bydmen Open With Victory**

"Play ball!!!", the long-awaited cry for the early spring was expe-

atedly tomorrow as the Col-

onials open their home baseball cam-

paign with the Upsala College.

Last season the Wilkesmen scored the biggest upset of the year by winning the five game series against East Orange diamonds, 1-0, be-

fore the tough Upsala Blue demons at Fleming. The MAC contest is scheduled to get under way at 2 p.m., Friday.

In their season opener at Beth-

lehem, the Wilkesmen sent a strong Muhlenberg squad down to defeat at the hands of veterans, 9-5.

The tall righthander tossed a four-

hitter for the Wilkesmen and was out single by Tom Rothrock in the sixth inning wrecked his bid for a

physical condition but watches over it with fierce pride and interest.

Born in Virginia, Bill lived there until he was twelve years old, when the family moved to Harrisburg, where he spent the remainder of his youth. His family again moved to New York and this time their path led them to our area— Bill's home for the past 25 years. Bill's home was in the middle of the community, he lived with his wife, Hazel, and six-year-old son, Dan, on Wright Street. Here is where Bill spent his childhood. His past experiences read like the autobiography of a man who has lived a bus boy, chef, mechanic, proprietor of a garage, and custodian. The tales of his many ad-

ventures could fill a book. Bill has countered furnish material for many an exuberant story-telling session around the campfire, or, for instance, down at the gym.

One of Bill's most notable tales is that of Mr. Jones, a steady customer at the Man-

hatan Restaurant in Scranton. Mr. Jones was in charge of the kitchen. As avid coffee fan, Mr. Jones un-

In reply to the question "What is the injury problem in athletics?" the response is vast, and cannot be fully answered in a single article.

**Penn Barber Shop**

Next Door to T.M.C.A.

James J. Boland, Proprietor

Cuts - Cigars - Ships - Soda - Candy

**JORDAN'S**

MEN'S FURNISHINGS and
HATS OF QUALITY

Established 1917

The Narrows Shopping Center
Recorder Examines Responsibility Of Administration Position

One of the most unrecognized administrative jobs on any college campus is that of the aid to the Recording Office. Because few students are aware of the duties of the Recorder and, in some cases, are unaware that one even exists.

The Recorder has the option to use the Recorder’s office for himself. Then, he has every effort to be made in handling his particular problem in the fastest possible manner, or else may be on the schedule.

Overall, a Recorder is responsible for all grades handed in by the professors, be they mid-term or final grades. The responsibility for this job at Wilkes University Miss Ruth Bishop, a charming individual with a pleasing personality, who proves to be a great aid in performing her job.

Miss Bishop, who came here in March, 1963, from the Scranton area, handles the records of all day students. She must record their grades, update permanent transcripts, in addition to send grade reports home. The latter include the infamous "pink and yellow" mid-term deadline slips.

The job is a full-time one with the peak periods coming in January and May. It is a fast-paced understanding and appreciating work, the work reaches a fever pitch.

Such accumulations of work might become frustrating, Miss Bishop would not be the kind to remember the advice of the former Recorder. She may do as much work as can in the shortest possible time, hopefully proving to be a good job, the work gets finished on time.

In commenting on the way her office meets the demands placed on it, she noted that "Most people give us little trouble, try to be cooperative, and usually deadlines, times, delays are inevitable. There are, however, those few people who always want everything yesterday."

"The work, rather than being discouraging, is rather exciting, and although there always seems to be something left undone, there is always something new to go on to," added Miss Bishop.

She pointed out that the responsibility of her office extends further than current students. Her office contains complete, permanent records of all students who ever attended Wilkes University, and these permanent records go back to 1933 when Wilkes was founded as Bucknell University.

They are kept even for a student who transferred out of the school.

As the student enrollment increases yearly and the number of alumni grows, these files keep expanding, awaiting possible future use. Miss Bishop is convinced that it was not for a graduate of several years ago to request a transcript. He is often connected, as happened recently when one of the students who had written for a transcript he needed to continue his education.

Department Changes Educational "Block" For Elementary Majors

Elementary education majors will have the opportunity to take twenty more hours of elective course work in the educational core. Beginning next year the elementary education four-year program consisting of seventeen credits, offered each term as "the professional semester."

The elementary education block for the professional major will include teaching of reading, arithmetic, social studies, and science, elementary school curriculum, visual education, and student teaching. The remaining semester will include principles of elementary education plus sufficient or required elective courses to bring the student’s total to 127 credits fulfilled, meeting requirements for this curriculum.

IGC Members to Attend Model Assembly at Capital

Eighteen students representing the Wilkes College Glee Club went yesterday for Harrisburg to attend a model assembly at the Assembly, which will last through Saturday. Wilkes delegates are hopeful that one of their students may be elected State Speaker. If successful, the student will preside over the General Assembly.

Also attending these mock legislation with those from 48 other Pennsylvania colleges, whose representatives total 1,100. Here federal "bills" will be presented, and the proceedings will be a mimicry of actual government business.


Music Students Gain High Honors At Slippery Rock Band Festival

By David Steet

Last weekend Mr. Larry Weed accompanied five Wilkes students to the Pennsylvania Intercolligate Band Festival held at Slippery Rock State College, Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania. All five musicians played with high distinction, taking first chairs (for the second year in a row), and the other two took first chair seconds. Edward Yedziak, Donald Jones, and Ray Nuzzo, all seniors, took first chairs on the clarinet, oboe, and tuba, respectively.

Student Body Praised For Their Cooperation During Recent Drive

At a recent meeting of the Economics Club, Jerry Meffatt, presi- dent, praised the entire student body for the enthusiasm and co-operation displayed during the recent eye glasses campaign.

Bill McIelry, general chairman of the drive, announced that this year’s drive was one of the most successful since its origin. Over three thousand glasses were collected this semester, and of this number approximately 1400 pairs have already been packed and shipped to New York for the Needy Inc., Inc. of New York.

Among the upcoming social activities of the club is the All College Outing which will be held on Sunday, May 15, as part of the spring weekend. Richard Hohn, ticket committee chairman, stated that the affair will be held at Rocky Glen Park and tickets will soon be available. Assisting him will be Jerry Meffatt, junior chairman, and Jerry Shillanaki, treasurer-committee chairman.

Ron Sebakia reported that members of his stock committee are in their final stages of making their decision for a future investment. The club at present owns eleven shares in General Motors stock.

The club will also assist the Lafayette T.D.R. and the Circle K, in painting the fence around the Athletic Field in the spring. In addition, members have been actively recruiting donors for the College Outing funds in order to aid in reaching the quota.

T.D.R. NOTICE

T.D.R. will sponsor a bake sale in the cafeteria on April 12 between 1 and 3 p.m. The student body will be bringing their baked goods to the cafeteria at any time that morning.

Look Your Best... Be Well Groomed!

TONY’S
So. River St. BARBER SHOP
One Block Below Campus
336 So. River St.
Wilkes-Barre

LAZARUS
Watch and Shaver Repair
37 S. Main St.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

COME TO US FOR
Watch Bands Watch Repair
Men’s Jewelry Buckles
Lingerie Repair
Watch Parts Beads Restringing
Shavers Rims Sixed
Lighters Jewelry Repair
Geniey Jewelry Crystals Filled

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Who’s A KICKSHAW?

Dairy Dan Is A KICKSHAW!

A real Kickshaw is so many things — it can be a whit- whom or a fibble, on the other hand, it can be a: fudge- lilde, or even a single-fangle. In some areas it is a gaw-gaw or that kind of a person, and sometimes a fidglove or a pe- rambus.

But for DAIRY DAN, Kick- shaw is a raw delicacy. Kick- shaw is a noun meaning deli- cacy good for gorging on; new fangled, luxury, bonne bouche (Fr. mouth), choice bit, rich fare, artisan meal (Fr.), savoy, ambrosia, nectar, sweetmeat, and finally, a tuck salmagundis.

POMEROY'S Men's Dept. Has Them

Now... Men’s Perma-Crease SLACKS That never need pressing

11.99 pair 2 pairs for $23

Choose: Pleated Front Pony Tail Continental Styling Dr. Dry Stretch

"IT PAYS TO PLAY" For All Sports See LEWIS-DUNCAN SPORTS CENTER 11 E. Market St. — Wilkes-Barre and Narrow Shopping Center Kingdome — Edwardsville

Book & Card Mart

18 W. Main St. WILKES-BARRE, PA 54767
Greeting Cards — Contemporary Cards GREETING CARDS — CONTINUOUS PAPER RECORDS — PARTIALLY FURNISHED

Where the Crowd Goes... After the Dance

Ray Hottle's Seaweed - School - Chops - Sandwiches 243 South Main Street

Billy Wilkes College

BOOKSTORE

69 South Main Street

VA 5-5625

Who's A KICKSHAW?

Dairy Dan Is A KICKSHAW!

A real Kickshaw is so many things — it can be a whit- whom or a fibble, on the other hand, it can be a: fudge- lilde, or even a single-fangle. In some areas it is a gaw-gaw or that kind of a person, and sometimes a fidglove or a pe- rambus.

But for DAIRY DAN, Kick- shaw is a raw delicacy. Kick- shaw is a noun meaning deli- cacy good for gorging on; new fangled, luxury, bonne bouche (Fr. mouth), choice bit, rich fare, artisan meal (Fr.), savoy, ambrosia, nectar, sweetmeat, and finally, a tuck salmagundis.